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Home Style



1 Outdoor Luxury $3,000.00

This spectacular CO9 Design Addison Deep Seating set is an outdoor must have! The set 

includes Addison sofa, 2  Addison club chairs, and 2 Addison side tables. The deep seating 

set is made of antique grey wicker that pairs with teak or wicker furniture, with galvanized 

steel legs. Cozy back and seat cushions in Stone complete the set.

$1,750.00

Sarah Carifa at CO9 Design, Garden Cottage

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

2 Pixel Perfect $750.00

Ira takes portraits of the stars -- and now of you - with an Individual Linked 

In/Website/Headshot Portrait Session. This package includes 1 image for you to use in your 

social media, or website.. Shoot will take place in West Chelsea, NY at Ira's studio. You will 

be treated to a session with multiple looks and the final image will be retouched and in 

JPEG format so that it is easy to use.  Ira is an amazing portrait and editorial photographer. 

His images are distributed through Getty, the largest photo agency in the world, and his 

work has been featured in the NY Times, WSJ, ESPN, and more!

$350.00

Ira Black

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

3 The Aram Bowl - Simply Gorgeous! $500.00

Signature Michael Aram stainless steel bowl with matching serving spoons.  Beautiful to 

display and utterly elegant.  Form and function meet in this exquisite piece.

$250.00

Fran Sonneborn

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

4 Pampered Pooch $500.00

ROS parent Liz McNutt will care for your dog while you are away on vacation.  No need to 

worry about your precious pet!  Liz is experienced and very much in demand!  Fenced-in 

backyard.  Pet must get along with children.

$250.00

Elizabeth McNutt

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

5 Portrait Perfection $2,500.00

A Renaissance Portrait Gift Certificate for an 11" x 14" wall portrait on canvas with artist 

enhancement to be created at choice of Renaissanace New Jersey studios in Hillsborough or 

Red Bank. A maximum of 8 people can be included in the portrait, which is unframed. Gift 

certificate is non-transferable and expires June 30, 2018.

$250.00

Kramer Portraits

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



6 Capture the Moment $1,500.00

Gift certificate from Kramer Portaits for a "Little Expressions Portrait". This 11" x 14" wall 

portrait of your children is produced on canvas with artist enhancement, to be created at 

choice of New Jersey studios in Hillsborough or Red Bank.  A maximum of 8 children 

between the ages of 3 and 17 years can be included in the portrait, which is unframed.  Gift 

certificate is non-transferable and expires June 10, 2018.

$150.00

Kramer Portraits

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

7 Picture Perfect $625.00

We all know how beautiful The Red Oaks School photos are - they are unique and one of a 

kind!  Our photographer, Joy Glenn, is offering a mini-shoot session which includes a 30 

minute portrait sitting, a custom WEB gallery of all images, and one 11 x 14 canvas or 

bamboo print of a favorite image from photo shoot.  NOTE: Client can purchase all images 

at an additional cost. Must be used by March 1, 2019. Photography session needs to be local 

to Red Oaks or in Montclair.

$325.00

Joy Glenn Photographers

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

8 A Dan Fenelon Original $400.00

Did you know that our makerspace teacher, Dan Fenelon, is a highly renowned artist? 

Trained at the Arts Student League in NY and the Museum School of Fine Arts in Boston, 

Dan has had seventeen one man shows in galleries from Chelsea NYC to LA California. He 

produced giant murals in different states and had a featured mural exhibit at the Montclair 

Art Museum. In 2012, Dan designed the ornaments for New Jersey's tree at the National 

Christmas Tree Display in Washington DC and his artwork was also featured at Major 

League Baseball’s Fancave in NYC. In 2010,  Dan was commissioned to create a large scale 

mural to welcome the Dalai Lama to the Newark Peace Summit. " call my work Urban 

Tribal. It is a mix of modern art fused with  many cultural influences including (but not 

limited to) African, Aztec, Egyptian, Asian, European illuminated manuscripts, graphic 

novels, cartoons and street culture."

$200.00

Dan Fenelon

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

9 Cozy Comfort $1,000.00Value:

Curl up with a good book! Cute cotton armless chair in blue with contrasting welt by Coco 

Mat.  5" profile latex seat with down feather back pillow. Dimensions 33"x33'x28". Made of 

fully organic materials to last a lifetime!  Comes with one-hour of complimentary design 

consultation by Valerie Matthews of Valerie Matthews Design, Denville.

Minimum Bid: $250.00

Donated By: John Colligan; Valerie Matthews Design



10 "Low Tide Tumble" $200.00

`Artists Cathy Corcione's print of original painting "Low Tide Tumble", 23" x 13".  The 

artist writes, "I am interested in the way water moves, reflects light, and changes color."  

Artwork comes with a $100 gift certificate for framing at C. Corcione Art and Design in 

Chatham, N.J.

$100.00

Cathy Corcione

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

11 "Dip" $650.00

Original painting by ROS parent and artist Elissa Swanger in govache and etching ink on 

paper. Framed.

$325.00

Elissa Swanger

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

12 Connect $800.00

My work is based on the relationship between humankind and the nature that surrounds us, 

both big and small. I chose to combine the traditional form of oil painting with the abstract 

fluid paint technique to connect two concepts: one, humans have  control over what happens 

in the world, and two, some things are out of our control completely.The manipulation of 

color choices, the movement with the canvas, and oil painting was a metaphor for the 

positive actions humans can be taking to control the destruction of nature. However, not 

knowing how the fluid paint would transform and bloom with cells and drips was the 

metaphor for not having any control of what occurs naturally in the environment.  I wanted 

to express the true consequences of human actions in an abstract way, while also making it 

easy for viewers to understand. My intent in creating this piece is to reveal an animal’s 

beauty, intensity, and vulnerability all at once. We share one world and we all have an 

important task to keep our home prospering. As Émile Zola once said, "The fate of animals 

is of greater importance to me than the fear of appearing ridiculous; it is indissolubly 

connected with the fate of men."

$400.00

Emily Cannestro

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

13 Slumberland $300.00

 A very special handmade quilt baby blanket by a ROS grandmother!  A work of art!  

Colorful with design on both sides.

$150.00

Bonnie Wilson

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



Entertainment



14  Big Blue! $380.00

2 tickets to the Giants game of your choice during the 2018-19 football season!  Section 139, 

Row 19, Seats 3 and 4.  Decide on your game by August 31, 2018. Parking pass included.

$200.00

Susan Luciano

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

15 Yankees in STYLE! $1,000.00

4 Field MVP Yankees tickets and MVP Club Access! Plus...a parking pass! Sunday, 
August 12, 2018, at 1:05 PM vs. Texas Rangers. Seats are located in Field MVP Club 
124, Row 4, seats 1-4.
Minimum Bid: $500.00

Donated By: Michael and Susanna Short

Value:

Go Rangers! $285.00

A GREAT Hockey Experience! These tickets are in Section 119, Row 22, Seats 3 and 4.  

Amazing seats because there is no one in front of you! The seats are located right above an 

entrance so there is only glass between you and the rink! Mutually agreeable date to be 

determined. FAN-tastic!

$145.00

Annemarie and David Feldman

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

17 Poetry Reading by BJ Ward $1,000.00

Red Oaks Poet Laureate, BJ Ward, will share his special talents at a poetry reading in your 

home.  BJ's great personality and extraordinary talents have made him a hit at school.  This 

would be a perfect event for adults or older students. Enjoy platters of delicious sandwiches 

and desserts from The Market Basket, delivered to your home. Such a special night!

$500.00

B J Ward; Ann Carolan and Bob Jaskula

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

18 Game of Thrones Live Experience in NYC!  WOW! $600.00

2 VIP tickets to a live Game of Thrones concert on October 3, 2018! This incredible  

experience includes two (2) premium reserved seats, priority check-in and entrance, early 

access to the Game of Thrones Exhibition, merchandise item designed and created 

exclusively for package purchasers and a limited edition Game of Thrones poster. 

Collectible laminate and lanyard to remember your evening. Seats located at Section 108, 

Row 5, Seats 12,13 at Madison Square Garden. Oh, what a night!

$450.00

Anonymous

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

16



19 Elegant (and Healthy) Dinner for 10! $1,000.00

Enjoy a Viver Health Dinner for 10 at your home or at the home of Vicki and Jesper 

Goransson in Morristown!  This will be a healthy 3-course meal that you and your guests 

can enjoy without any food guilt!  Learn about cooking Viver style. Menu can be customized 

and the host will be involved in menu selection.

$500.00

Vicki Barghout and Jesper Goransson

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

20 Stock the Bar! $300.00

Getting ready for a gathering?  Add 20 great selections to your bar! Campo Viejo (3), 

Malibu Original (3), Chivas, 12 yr (1), Glen Livet, 12 yr (1), G.H.Mumm Champagne (1), 

Lot40 Whiskey (1), Kenwood White Zinfadel (6), Kenwood Chardonnay (4).  Cheers!

$200.00

Victoria Barghout

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

21 Dinner & Dancin' Broadway! $218.00

Two tickets to Dancin' Broadway at the Mayo Performing Arts Center on Saturday, April 28, 

2018.  Show begins at 8 p.m.  Enjoy dinner before the show with your $100 gift card to 

South & Pine Restaurant right on South Street in Morristown! A great night out on the 

town.  Winner needs to call at least 2 business days prior to performance to reserve seats, 

and must have gift certificate to redeem seats.

$110.00

MPAC

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

22 The Opera Comes to You - A Special Evening $3,500.00

Opera singers and Red Oaks parents, Gretchen Cotnoir and Sarah Miller have had shining 

operatic careers!  Sarah and Gretchen will perform a duet recital in your home for you and 

your friends. Enjoy a performance of light opera that will bring beauty and pleasure to your 

guests. Includes a  2 -hour cocktail party for 10 guests, from ROS' favorite caterer,The Food 

Company. Add elegance to your special evening using a $100 voucher from Flowers from 

Hannah. Must have a piano in home. Option: Gretchen and Chris Cotnoir will host the party 

at their Harding home; you bring the guests! A truly incredible evning.

$1,800.00

Sarah Miller, Gretchen Cotnoir, Food Company,Flowers by Hannah

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

23 Cooking with Class! $500.00

Anne and Sergio Guslandi will teach you the secrets of making delicious lasagna and 

tiramisu, in their Morristown home, for up to 6 guests.  Enjoy your dinner after the cooking 

class!

$250.00

Anne and Sergio Guslandi

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



24 Dinner is Served! $400.00

Have your friends over for dinner and RELAX! This is a Red Oaks favorite. Adelina Galdi, 

Red Oaks parent and incredible cook, will prepare a tray of lasagna, bread, and tiramisu for 

your group of 8+ people.  Authentic and absolutely delicious.  The tray of lasagna weighs at 

least 20 pounds, but the lasagna is unbelievably light, flavorful, and addictive!  Your Head 

of School has been the successful bidder for two years now. Can you beat Marilyn's bid?

$200.00

The Galdi Family

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

25 Dine at Morristown's Blue Morel $100.00

Dine at the Blue Morel Restaurant located in the Westin Governor Morris with your $100 

gift certificate. Blue Morel, a high-end spot for New American cuisine, features a raw bar & 

sushi choices, plus inventive cocktails. Enjoy the experience.

$65.00

Westin Governor Morris

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

26 "Witch Hunt"- Case Solved & Stirling Tavern Gift 

Certificate

$170.00

Gift voucher for two adults to "Witch Hunt" by Trap Door Escape Room in Morristown.  

Expires 2/18/2020.  Includes a $100 gift certificate to Stirling Tavern for dinner before or 

after this Trap Door Experience.  What is it, you ask?  You and your team are paranormal 

investigators trying to crack this supernatural case! The case takes very strange turns as the 

supernatural realm takes over. Control your fears before it's too late. Experience the NJ 

Market Standout "Witch Hunt"! Climb, Crawl, Push, Pull, & Think.

$85.00

Trap Door Escape Room & The Freubis Family

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

27 Par for the Course $500.00

18 holes of golf and lunch for your foursome at the beautiful Springbrook Country Club in 

Morristown. Includes golf carts! Tuesday - Friday only. Fore!

$300.00

Springbrook Country Club and The Cotnoir Family

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



28 Patisserie Fantastique! $215.00

Mille-Feuille Bakery Café (Greenwich Village, NY) offers a 2-class package to teach you to 

make macarons, croissants, eclairs, or choux!  Offered mainly on weekends, each class is 

taught by a Parisian chef who introduces you to the fine-honed skills of pastry baking.  You 

learn, you have fun, and you leave with a box of your very own delicious creations.  Expires 

12/31/19; make reservations 2 months in advance to get your choice of dates! This is a 

unique, one of a kind, experience!

$110.00

Magdalenea and Simon Urbanek

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

29 OLETA ADAMS at SOPAC ! $100.00

Since the runaway success of her 1990 debut album Circle of One, and the impassioned hit 

single "Get Here." Oleta Adams has inspired a growing legion of fans.  Her roots are in 

Gospel, but she crosses effortlessly into the realms of Soul, R&B, and Popular Music.  This 

gift certificate is for 2 seats to the May 11, 2018 performance at South Orange Performimg 

Arts Center. Show begins at 8 pm. Redeem voucher at least two weeks prior to the event.

$50.00

South Orange Performing Arts Center

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

30 Fine Dining at Roots! $200.00

Enjoy a very special dining experience with this $200 Gift Certificate to Roots Steakhouse 

in Morristown

$100.00

Marilyn Stewart

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:





His & Hers



31 Girls Night Out-In Your Home! $2,000.00

Professional, certified makeup artist, Kelly Wilson (sister of ROS parent Kara Bunting) will 

spend 2 hours with you and 5 of your friends, in your home, to teach you the art of make up 

application! Learn all about the Tarte products that are included in this "night out" and how 

to apply your new makeup for the perfect look. Everyone leaves with some products! Tarte 

cosmetics are natural and cruelty-free. Products include: high-performance foundation, 

blush, eye palattes, lip gloss, skincare, brushes, and the list goes on & on. A fun girls night 

out without having to leave your home!

$500.00

tarte cosmetics; Kelly Wilson

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

32 Pure Bliss! $290.00

The fabulous DePasquale the Spa Pure Bliss Package includes a massage, facial, and 

pedicure. Relax and enjoy a day that is just for YOU!

$150.00

De Pasquale The Spa

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

33 Simply Red! $300.00

Simply chic Coach red tote bag.

$150.00

Christine Levinsohn

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

34 Brilliant Boho in Coastal Mist $125.00

Swarovski crystal and cabochon Sorelli bohemian earrings with antique gold finished brass.  

Grab the wristlet (blue) and sunglasses and you are ready to go!

$60.00

Cameo PR

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

35 Sophisticated You! $500.00

Go anywhere with this print Versace scarf and Black Furla handbag!  Add the J Crew 

necklace to complete the look.  Stunningly stylish!

$300.00

Christine Levinsohn; Wendy Supron

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

36 "Hermes Paris" $400.00

Vintage, but never worn, exquisite silk Hermes Scarf, pink with green. The classic Hermes 

box is one-of-a-kind thanks to artist Bo Niles.

$200.00

Bo Niles

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



37 Safe Travels $105.00

The Patron Saint of Travelers. Saint Christopher hand enameled medallion in white. Sterling 

silver chain. The signature piece of F. Gerald New Jewelers, Chatham.

$55.00

F. Gerald New

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

38 The Bangles $400.00

Freida Rothman Design bracelet set from The Red Oaks School preferred jewelers,  Aires in 

Morris Plains. These easy to slide on, vibrant Signature Marquise Station set of bangles are 

sterling silver, hand dipped in black rhodium, highlighted with hand painted 14k signature 

matte gold marquise hand-set Cubic Zirconium elements.

$200.00

Chris Arends at Aires Jewelers

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

39 Cigar Aficionado $300.00

The Charleston Cigar Cabinet Humidor is simply a stunning piece of furniture.  Featuring a 

high gloss Cherry Lacquer finish, it comes with a lock and key glass door to keep 150 of 

your favorite cigars safe.  Inside, find seven Spanish cedar pull-out drawers, with seven 

dividers and seven humidifiers and an analog hygrometer to keep your cigars at the perfect 

temperature and humidity.

$150.00

MC Management

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

40 Crazy for Coach $654.00

Excite a special someone with this classic Coach ensemble.  Includes a black and cream 

reversible city tote, a black cross body leather bag, a signature Coach jacquard wallet, and a 

beautiful plaid scarf.  With these classic transitional accessories, you will be set for any 

season!

$325.00

Loretta Abramson

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

41 Rainforest of the Sea $260.00

The tarte Rainforest of the Sea complex is a proprietary blend of algae and marine flower 

extracts that help reduce the appearance of fine lines & wrinkles while smoothing and 

softening skin.  These hypoallergenic skincare and makeup producs feature good-for-you 

ingredients like vitamin C, coconut oil, maracuja oil, and more.  Pamper your skin!  This 

featured collection includes ten individual items.

$150.00

tarte cosmetics

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



42 Tarte Maracuja Oil Collection $200.00

The tarte Maracuja Oil Collection includes a powerful vegan skincare oil that is cold-pressed 

from the maracuja fruit, naturally rich in brightening vitamin C & replenishing essential fatty 

acids to nourish, protect, and feed your skin.  This oil is harvested and supplied to tarte by a 

women's cooperative in the Amazon.  The weightless, hypoallergenic formula helps firm and 

soften without clogging pores, and works to provide an antioxidant barrier against 

environmental attack.  This featured collection includes six individual items from tarte's 

Maracuja line.

$100.00

tarte cosmetics

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

43 Merzatta Jewelry, New Growth Pine Collection $468.00

Danielle and Chris Merzatta are jewelry artists based in Morris County who draw their 

inspiration from the hidden patterns in the natural world. They find their inspiration in 

organic forms like pieces of coral, unexpected pinecones, and unusual shells. They are 

driven by a set of values that lead them to protect the planet through their decisions about 

sourcing and working with materials. They are a relationship-driven company that offers 

unique and custom jewelry made from the heart. For this event, they have donated three 

sterling silver items from their New Growth Pine collection. This includes a cuff, large 

french earring, and ring. All items are carved and cast from Deer Horn Cedar, collected in 

Oregon. Sizing is included if adjustment is needed on the ring. 

 Links to item images: https://merzatta.com/collections/new-growth-pine/products/new-

growth-pine-cuff

https://merzatta.com/collections/new-growth-pine/products/new-growth-pine-large-french-

earring

https://merzatta.com/collections/new-growth-pine/products/new-growth-pine-ring

$245.00

Merzetta Jewelery

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



Getaways



44 Escape to Solitude Resort in Utah! $2,500.00

5 Nights at Solitude Resort Condo in Utah! Condo includes one bedroom and a sleeping den 

with a bunk bed. Choose from mutually agreeable dates during November through March 

(excluding Christmas through New Years) or enjoy a summer getaway with your pick of 

dates. Only 25 minutes from downtown Salt Lake City, in the heart ofthe Wasatch 

Mountains, Solitude Mountain Resort feels like a European escape. In the winter, it is a 

skier’s paradise.  In the summer, Solitude has great hiking, mountain biking, and a world-

class Frisbee golf course. Enjoy massages, yoga at the Essentials Spa. Soak in the hot  tub or 

pool, play in the game room, or catch the latest movie in the media room.  This is non-

transferable and to be redeemed within one year from event date.

Value: Priceless!   

Donated By: Jeff Grayzel & Lynn Castrataro

$1,250.00

Lynn Castrataro and Jeff Grayzel

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

45 Weekend in NYC! $1,000.00

Come spend two nights at a luxurious 6-room apartment in an elegant pre-War building on 

the Upper East Side  (one master bedroom and a pull-out sofa to sleep 4 adults) available at 

a mutually agreed upon date for a full weekend Friday through Sunday afternoon. Minutes 

walking distance from Central Park, Museum Mile, (and Subways and Ubers to everywhere 

else!)  This is a wonderful opportunity to explore the City in style!  Adults only.

$500.00

Marian Levinsohn

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

46 The Maidstone Club & The Huntting Inn-A Perfect 

East Hampton Getaway!

$2,000.00Value:

Golf for four at the historic Maidstone Club and one night stay (two rooms) for the group at 

the Huntting Inn, both in East Hampton, NY. Must be redeemed after Labor Day 2018 and 

before Memorial Day 2019. Caddies fees are not included. From its earliest days, East 

Hampton’s Maidstone Club attracted New York’s oldest, most socially prominent families. 

Jacqueline Kennedy's father, John Vernou "Black Jack" Bouvier III, who was a golfer, 

belonged to the club.  Its history is deep and the Maidstone's extraordinary assets and aura of 

exclusivity has made it the envy of the East End for decades. The Huntting Inn is one of the 

most beautiful and historic landmarks in East Hampton. It is nestled in the heart of Main 

Street. The serenity and comfort of the Huntting Inn makes it the perfect country retreat any 

time of the year. The Huntting Inn is also the home of the famed Palm Restaurant, a popular 

summertime hangout for  celebrities, socialites and politicians which make up its impressive 

customer base. What an extraordinary getaway!

Minimum Bid: $1,000.00

Donated By: Aimee Bloom



47 A Relaxing Getaway for 2! $650.00

Spend a weekend for 2 at Cabin Bliss in the Catskills.  Get away from the stress and enjoy 

time in a private, peaceful cabin surrounded by the mountains in Phoenicia, NY. This cabin 

combines the best of two worlds: rustic feel with modern conveniences. Phoenicia is a 2-

hour drive from Morristown. In the winter, enjoy nearby Hunter and Belleyere Mountains 

for skiing, snowboarding, and snow tubing.  In spring or summer, enjoy fly fishing, water 

tubing, ziplining, and biking.  Great restaurants near by! Dates to be negotiated.

$325.00

Joanne and Ira Black

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

48 Hamptons Paradise-Sag Harbor! $5,000.00

Perfect for 4 guests! Sag Harbor cottage includes 2 bedrooms and a sleeping loft. The 

cottage features an open concept floor plan. Located across the road from Circle Beach, the 

view of the Bay is spectacular. Best sunsets! Includes kayaks, paddleboard, windsurfer, BBQ 

grill, outdoor deck, A/C and cleaning service before/after your stay! Arrive on a Friday and 

stay until the following Friday! Cottage is available September 2018 (after Labor Day) 

through November 2018, and May 1, 2019 (excluding Memorial Day weekend) through 

June 2019 (up to June 22). There is nothing more beautiful then the Hamptons in the 

Fall…October Film Festival is incredible! The cottage is close to Village, ferry to Shelter 

Island, and the restaurants are fabulous! This Hamptons getway is truly PARADISE!

$2,500.00

Jody Gilardi and Dan Simon

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:





Family Time Kid Fun



49 Family Fun at the Great Wolf Lodge! $380.00

Use this Great Wolf Lodge $380 gift certificate at any location!  The Pocono Mountain 

resort is closest  to Morristown and encompasses everything a family needs for a fun 

getaway. The resort not only offers an incredible indoor water park, but it also has gorgeous 

hotel accommodations, delicious food options and plenty of shops to explore.  No need to 

check the forecast when you take the family to a Great Wolf Lodge Resort, it is always the 

perfect temperature to enjoy inside fun for all ages!

$165.00

Great Wolf Lodge

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

50 A Brightest Star Summer $200.00

$200 towards tuition for Brightest Star Summer Day or Sleep Away Camps for your young 

performer! A star is born!

$100.00

Beth Vecchio

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

51 Eyes of the Wild! Party Time! $345.00

Get ready for a WILD! time! This is one of the most exciting and educational live animal 

presentations you will ever see! Invite them to your party, school, scouting event, library, 

etc. and get  up close and personal look at some of the amazing animals with whom we share 

our planet. All programs are age appropriate and presented in a fun, educational, and 

HILARIOUS manner.

If you have a particular theme for your event, let us know. The Eyes of the Wild show is 

held at your location and is approximately 45 minutes to one hour long. Includes 5-6 animals

A great show for all to enjoy!

$175.00

Travis Gale

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

52 Ready for Camp at Harbor Hills $3,250.00

A Red Oaks family favorite! This Harbor Hills Day Camp certificate entitles the winner to 

50% off tuition, up to $3250 value, for the 2018 camp tuition.  Must attend a minimum of 4 

weeks. This is for new campers only!

$1,500.00

Harbor Hills Day Camp

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



53 Equestrian Experience at Seaton Hackney! $180.00

Gift certificate entitles winner to 3 half-hour private horseback riding lessons at Seaton 

Hackney Stables. From beginner to experienced rider, Seaton Hackney will cater to you 

from start to finish. This is a great opportunity to become involved with the elegance and joy 

of equestrian sports and activities  Child must be at least 5 years old.  Expires 2/28/19.  Must 

bring gift certificate.

$90.00

Seaton Hackney Stables

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

54 Very Young People's Concert, NYC! $125.00

An INCREDIBLE experience! Imagine having a playdate with the Orchestra where musical 

instruments are toys, songs become games, and we can make-believe whatever our hearts 

desire! Join Philippe the Penguin and musicians of the New York Philharmonic to make new 

friends and share in the fun of music. Recommended for ages 3 - 6.  Concert held in Merkin 

Hall on Sunday, April 8, 2018 at 12:30 p.m. Preferred great seats!  Fifth row!

Designed by Philharmonic musicians together with faculty of Columbia University’s 

Teacher’s College, Very Young People’s Concerts combine games, storytelling, and great 

music in one fun-filled hour that unlocks children’s imagination and talent.

$65.00

Marilyn Stewart

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

55  The World of Osmo! $120.00

Osmo Genius Kit is a hands on tangible play approach to learning, and includes 5 hands-on 

games.  The Osmo Creative Kit with Monster Game includes 3  drawing and creative 

engineering games. Kids LOVE it!  For ages 5 - 12. iPad base is included.

$60.00

The Red Oaks School

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

56 The Cure for "I'm Bored" $250.00

Looking for something special to do with your child?  Use these gift certificates for some 

fun!  Rock climbing at Diamond Gymnastics; Two $20 gift cards to Game Vault; Pop in 

Playtime frequent guest pass; Family Admission to the Morris Museum; 2 Exhibition Passes 

to Liberty Science Center. Enjoy a $30 gift card to Grasshopper Off the Green. Includes a 

Sky Champion Wireless Indoor Helicopter. You now have the cure for "I'm Bored"!

$125.00

Diamond Gymnastics, PIU, GV, Grasshopper Off the Green, Liberty S

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



57 Keep Swimming! $150.00

This gift voucher can be used towards the purchase of any Full Session of Spring or Summer 

2018 lessons at North Jersey Aquatics, a North Jersey premiere swim school for ages 3 

months to adult, conveniently in 6 locations in Morris County locations. The school 

specializes in semi-private and private learn to swim lessons for parent/child swimmers as 

well as swimmers from 6-months to adult.

$75.00

North Jersey Aquatic Club

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

58 Check Mate $120.00

Private chess lesson by Red Oaks Afterschool teacher Rick Schuler.  90 minutes at the 

winner's desired location.  Experienced instructor will bring all needed materials!

$60.00

Rick Schuler

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

59 A Family Work Out! $500.00

Gift certificate is for a 1-month Life Time Athletic Short Term Family Membership. From 

floor to rooftop, Life Time is built to be your home away from home. Work out and play in 

spaces designed to move and inspire you. The whole family can enjoy all of the features of a 

Life time Membership. Relax in lounge and social areas to recover, reset and refresh. 

Expires March 2019. Located in Florham Park, NJ.

$250.00

Life Time Athletic

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

60 An "A" Rated Horse Show $999,999.00Value: Priceless

Red Oak Farm, located in Stirling, NJ,  is a top tier equestrian facility specializing in 

training, sales, competition, and boarding. Take a personal golf cart tour of the HITS "A" 

circuit hunter/jumper horse show which showcases some of the world's best riders. Shadow 

the owners, Bethie and Libby Dayton, as they train or compete and get a backstage look at 

how the horses and riders are prepped to show. See everything from the barn to the ring.  

Don’t miss this unique opportunity. HITS horse show takes place just outside of Woodstock, 

in quaint Saugerties, just 1 hour 40 minutes from Morristown. Choose ONE day from the 

weeks of May 29-June 3, 2018 or June 5-10, 2018.

Minimum Bid: $150.00

Donated By: Libby Dayton



61 Want to Get Away? $399.00

An overnight escape to Camelback Lodge is all you need! The Lodge is located in 

Tannersville, PA, an hour from Morristown and 2 miles off Route 80.  Certificate for a one-

night stay in a Double Queen Suite for up to 4 guests, includes passes to Aquatopia Indoor 

Waterpark. Valid midweek only, excludes holidays and blackout dates.  Expires 9/10/18. 

Must present voucher at check in.

$150.00

Camelback Lodge and Indoor Waterpark

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

62 Learn to Skate! $140.00

Learn to ice skate with the best!  This gift certificate entitles you to a Skating School session 

for one child at Mennen Arena -- Learn-to-Skate -- which provides group instruction to one 

child for one semester.  Group meets weekly for seven to eight weeks, and classes are 

offered almost every day of the week.  Valid until June 2019.

$70.00

Mennen Sports Arena

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

63 Kids 'N' Family Series at SOPAC! $100.00

4 complimentary tickets to any 2017-2018 Kids N' Family Series performance at SOPAC! 

Expires June 30, 2018.

$50.00

South Orange Performing Arts Center

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

64 Make a Lithophane! $999,999.00

Red Oaks 7th grader Aaron Binstock is a Robotics Champion. Aaron and his team, The 

LADs, won first place in the team competition event at the Vex IQ Robotics State 

Championship, 2018.  Aaron invites one child (parent can come, too) to experiment in his 

IT/Robotics studio at his home in Millington.  Together, Aaron and your child will use the 3-

D printer and other technologies to create a Lithophane which can be used as a nightlight!  

June 9 or 10, 12:30 - 3:30 p.m.

$100.00

Aaron Binstock

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless



65 Birthday Fun at Grow It Green Morristown's 

Urban Farm!

$300.00

What better way to celebrate your child’s birthday than on the farm? Bring your party to the 

Urban Farm for a one-of-a-kind celebration! Birthday party package includes 1 hour of farm 

education, hands-on activities and a garden craft with Farmer Tina along with 30 minutes 

allotted for refreshments (1.5 hr total). Food, drinks, paper goods, and decorations are not 

included; however, you are welcomed to bring your own. Limited to 15 children, ages 5 and 

older. Party date and time will be mutually agreed upon between the months of June through 

October 2018.

$175.00

Grow it Green, Morristown

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:



Teacher Outings



66 Juice & Paint! $999,999.00

Juice & Paint with Ms. Mary Anne, Ms. Chantal and Ms. Nimisha. Your child will enjoy 

painting a canvas with step by step instruction.  Outdoor setting behind Red Oaks in Ms. 

Chantal's garden!  Picnic Lunch included! Thursday, June 14th from 12:30 - 2:30 pm.
Minimum Bid: $100.00

Donated By: Ms. Mary Anne, Ms. Chantal, Ms. Nimisha

Value: Priceless

67 A Visit to Frelinghuysen Arboretum $999,999.00

Join Ms Eva, Ms Maggy, and Mrs. Haeberle for a picninc lunch and crafts at the 

Arboretum! Monday, June 18, from 12 - 2 p.m. Raindate scheduled for Tuesday, June 
19, from 12 - 2 p.m.
Minimum Bid: $100.00

Donated By: Ms Eva, Ms. Maggy, Mrs. Haeberle

Value: Priceless

68 Foot Golf with Mr. Tim and Coach Gary $999,999.00

Fun round of Foot Golf at Mt. Freedom Golf in Randolph, NJ.  Pizza will be served after the 

round is complete.  Friday, June 15th, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

$100.00

Mr. Tim and Coach Gary

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

69 Ceramics and Churros $999,999.00

Ceramic painting at Color Me Mine in Summit NJ, with Ms Emily and Ms Martha. Enjoy 

appetizers and churros at Rosalita Mexican.  Date in May or June TBA.

$100.00

Emily Cannestro and Martha Trevino

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

70 Upper Elementary Class Picnic $999,999.00

Join Ms Leanne, Ms Sera, and Ms Nancy for an End of the Year Picnic celebration!  The 

teachers will serve lunch and treats.  Students will play games and kick off the summer 

together!  Thursday, June 14, 12:30 - 3:00 pm.
Minimum Bid: $50.00

Donated By: Upper Elementary Teachers

Value: Priceless

71 Bring "Ewe" Along $999,999.00

Join Ms Irene and Ms Erminia for a tour of Valley Shepherd Creamery in Long Valley, NJ.  

See a live demonstration of sheep shearing, milking, and cheese making. This will make 

"ewe" feel like you're in Australia.  To be held on a Saturday in April, TBD.

$100.00

Ms Irene and Ms Erminia

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless



72 Ice Cream Making and Lunch at South Street Value: $9P99ricel,99es9.0s0

Creamery

The students will have the opportunity to churn their own ice cream at The Creamery on 

South Street, Morristown.  While we wait for the ice cream to harden, we will enjoy a nice 

lunch.  Dessert will be a sundae bar, starting with the homemade ice cream!  Thursday, 

June 14th, 12:45 pm - 2:45 pm.

Minimum Bid: $100.00

Donated By: Ms Eva and Ms Sue

73 Middle School Gaming! $999,999.00

On Thursday, June 14th, after school ends for summer break, Middle School teachers 

will take 15 students to Game Vault for an afternoon of fun!  Price is $50 per student.

Minimum Bid: $50.00

Donated By: Middle School Faculty

Value: Priceless





Class Art



74 In Bloom $999,999.00

Students in Ms Eva, Ms Maggy, and Mrs. Haberle's class created a giant zinnia made from 

many unique, one-of-a-kind petals. The children finger painted each petal, swirling and 

blending 3 colors of tempra. Some were interested in running a comb over their individual 

petal. The older friends created the center of the flower by quilling strips of paper. The result 

is beautiful, ready to brighten any wall.

$500.00

Students in Ms Eva, Ms Maggy, and Mrs. Haberle's Class

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

75 In Bloom, 2 $999,999.00

Students in Ms Mary Anne, Ms Chantal and Ms Nimisha's class created a giant zinnia made 

from many unique, one-of-a- kind petals. The children finger painted each petal, swirling 

and blending 3 colors of tempra. Some were interested in running a comb over their 

individual petal. The older friends created the center of the flower by quilling strips of paper. 

The result is beautiful, ready to brighten any wall.

$500.00

Students in Ms Mary Anne, Ms Chantal, and Ms Nimisha's class

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

76 Growth Starts Here $999,999.00

Lower Elementary Students have been learning about little organisms in nature that do big 

things for our planet. The most unique and relevant project they did was using Cyanotype 

(referred to as "blueprinting"), the oldest photographic printing process. It involves exposing 

materials which have been treated with a solution to a UV light source such as the sun. 

Negative or positive images can be obtained by blocking UV light from reaching the 

sensitized material. Each student chose a flattened leaf and orientated it in their own way. 

The clean white matte and wooden frame highlights the students' individual works, leaving a 

beautiful organic work of art that would give a pop of color to any room.

$500.00

Ms Irene and Ms Erminia's Class

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

77 Growth Starts Here, 2 $999,999.00

Lower Elementary Students have been learning about little organisms in nature that do big 

things for our planet. The most unique and relevant project they did was using Cyanotype, 

referred to as "blueprinting," the oldest photographic printing process. It involves exposing 

materials which have been treated with a solution to a UV light source such as the sun. 

Negative or positive images can be obtained by blocking UV light from reaching the 

sensitized material. Each student chose a flattened leaves and orientated it in their own way. 

The clean white matte and wooden frame highlights the students individual works, leaving 

the end result as a beautiful organic work of art that would give a pop of color to any room.

$500.00

Students in Ms Eva and Ms Sue's Class

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless



78 Where the Water Falls $999,999.00

Students in the Upper Elementary grades learned the technique called fluid paint which is a 

mixture of WD40 and acrylic paint. This leaves a runny or thin consistency, designed to 

flow and spread easily without sacrificing color intensity. Fluid paint is ideal for pouring or 

dribbling paint, rather than applying it with a brush. The Upper Elementary voted and 

decided to use this technique to create landscapes of their choice. After coming up with 

many options for landscapes, each group decided on a color theme and design of their group 

work. Individually, students mixed and matched the coloring to create multiple layers and 

texture for their landscapes. The end result left three unique and organic motifs.

Painting is 18 x 24.

(Wednesday group: Joseph, Arthur, Julian Z, Julian F, Annabelle, Sadie, Sophia, Olivia 

,Alexa, Jack)

$500.00

Upper El Students, Wednesday Art Group

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

79 Sherbert Sky $999,999.00

Students in the Upper Elementary grades learned the technique called fluid paint which is a 

mixture of WD40 and acrylic paint. This leaves a runny or thin consistency, designed to 

flow and spread easily without sacrificing color intensity. Fluid paint is ideal for pouring or 

dribbling paint, rather than applying it with a brush. The Upper Elementary voted and 

decided to use this technique to create landscapes of their choice. After coming up with 

many options for landscapes, each group decided on a color theme and design of their group 

work. Individually students mixed and matched the coloring to create multiple layers and 

texture for their landscapes. The end result left three unique and organic motifs. Painting is 

18" x 24".

(Monday group - Kevin, Jonah, Erin, Kate, Katie, Daniel, Anabella, Darius, Simeon)

$500.00

Upper El Students, Monday Art Group

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

80 Day Dreaming $999,999.00

Students in the Upper Elementary grades learned the technique called fluid paint which is a 

mixture of WD40 and acrylic paint. This leaves a runny or thin consistency, designed to 

flow and spread easily without sacrificing color intensity. Fluid paint is ideal for pouring or 

dribbling paint, rather than applying it with a brush. The Upper Elementary voted and 

decided to use this technique to create landscapes of their choice. After coming up with 

many options for landscapes, each group decided on a color theme and design of their group 

work. Individually students mixed and matched the coloring to create multiple layers and 

texture for their landscapes. The end result left three unique and visually organic motifs. 

Painting is 18" by 24". (Friday group - Tyler, Reece, Antonia, Daria, Ava, Shay, Milo, 

Alden, Lola, Zara, Amiya)

$500.00

Upper El Students, Friday Art Group

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless



81 We The People $999,999.00

Students from 5th and 6th grades are learning about themselves this year and the heritage 

which their families share. Part of the self-reflection process was practicing self-portraits, 

and what better way to create a piece that incorporated all faces than one with their profiles.  

Each class decided on one color; one class voted blue and the other red. They had to each 

create their perfect shade of blue or red and outline their profiles using only a thin line. The 

end result leaves an abstract motif, not truly seeing the identity of one individual but the 

overlapping melting pot of the Red Oaks students.

$500.00

5th/6th Grade Students

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

82 Roots $999,999.00

 Inspired by the painting technique of artists like Jackson Pollock and Banksy, 7th and 8th 

grade students created a tree design on canvas that reflects what they have gained during 

their studies here at The Red Oaks School.  Silhouettes were used throughout the year during 

their individual projects studying Banksy, making it natural to incorporate it in the auction 

piece as well. Students decided the free form motion of Jackson Pollock would be the best 

way to express their individual sense of freedom with the powerful paint splatter covering 

the background. Each student's fling with the brush left a mark that resembles roots in the 

ground connecting them all in one unified matter.

$500.00

7th/8th Grade Students

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

83 Galaxy $999,999.00

Students in the Upper Elementary grades learned the technique called fluid paint which is a 

mixture of WD40 and acrylic paint. This leaves a runny or thin consistency, designed to 

flow and spread easily without sacrificing color intensity. Fluid paint is ideal for pouring or 

dribbling paint, rather than applying it with a brush. The Upper Elementary voted and 

decided to use this technique to create landscapes of their choice. After coming up with 

many options for landscapes, each group decided on a color theme and design of their group 

work. Individually students mixed and matched the coloring to create multiple layers and 

texture for their landscapes. The end result left three unique and visually organic motifs. 

Painting is 18" by 24". (Friday group - Tyler, Reece, Antonia, Daria, Ava, Shay, Milo, 

Alden, Lola, Zara, Amiya)

$500.00

Upper Elementary Students - Friday Art Class

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless



NEW



84 A Park Avenue Club Exclusive $1,500.00

One year exclusive "CHOICE" membership at Park Avenue Club. Includes one year dues; 

excludes food and beverage.  Not available to current members.

$750.00

Park Avenue Club

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

85 Three-Month Membership to Greater Morristown 

YMCA

$368.00

A three-month membership of any type ranging from teen through family, or a three-month 

regular extension to any existing membership.  Must be redemmed by 3/10/2019.

$180.00

Greater Morristown YMCA

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

86 Morris Elite Summer Soccer Camp $300.00

One week of summer soccer camp!  Choose from three sessions: 6/18 - 22 or 6/25 - 29 or 

7/23 - 27.  Located in Madison, NJ.  Premier soccer league and camp!

$150.00

Morris Elite Soccer Club

Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value:

87 Reserved Parking Space at the Harvest Festival! $999,999.00

Have a reserved parking space for the Harvest Festival (October, 2018).  You know how 

scarse the parking gets; drive right up at anytime and glide into your very own space!

$150.00Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless

88 Front Row Seats at Graduation! $999,999.00

The K's and 4th graders "move up" at our End of Year Ceremony -- and our 8th graders 

GRADUATE!  Reserve up to 6 front row seats at Graduation for your family and friends!

$500.00Minimum Bid:

Donated By:

Value: Priceless
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